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his book provides a new legal-sociological account of contemporary
democracy. his is based on a revision of standard positions in democratic theory, relecting the impact of global legal norms on the institutions of national states. chris hornhill argues that the establishment of
fully democratic, fully inclusive governance systems in national societies was generally impeded by inner-societal structural factors, and that
inclusive patterns of democratic citizenship only evolved on the foundation of global legal norms that were consolidated ater 1945. he claims
that this process can be best understood through a transposition of
key insights of classical legal sociology onto the form of global society.
extensive analysis of select case studies in diferent regions illustrate
these claims. hornhill ofers a sociological theory of global law to
explain contemporary processes of democratic integration and institutional formation and contemporary constructions of citizenship and
political rights. his title is also available as open access.
chris thornhill is Professor in law at the University of manchester.
he is the author of several books on the sociology of law, especially on the
sociology of constitutions. his books and other writings have been translated into many languages. he is a member of the academia europaea.
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global law series
he series provides unique perspectives on the way globalization is radically altering the study, discipline and practice of law. featuring innovative
books in this growing ield, the series explores those bodies of law which
are becoming global in their application, and the newly emerging interdependency and interaction of diferent legal systems. it covers all major
branches of the law and includes work on legal theory, history, and the
methodology of legal practice and jurisprudence under conditions of globalization. ofering a major platform on global law, these books provide
essential reading for students and scholars of comparative, international
and transnational law.
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